Event Centre Construction Update     October 13, 2023

Dalhousie is building a new Event Centre on South Street with a projected completion date of late 2025.

The two-level facility will be a dynamic and inclusive new space for Dalhousie and the greater Halifax community featuring an NHL-sized rink with an alternate floor surface allowing for a variety of events.

Construction activities:

- Several Dalhousie General parking spaces (9 at this time) are being removed to create a larger exit from the construction site through to Alumni Crescent. The spots affected are nearest to Studley Gymnasium. They will remain closed until project completion.

- Excavation, rockbreaking and increased truck traffic will continue as necessary until 2024.

- The sidewalk on the north side of South Street will remain closed until project completion. Pedestrians must cross at the crosswalk at the corner of LeMarchant Street/South Street or at the newly created crosswalk near Wickwire Field.

As a busy university campus in our shared neighbourhood, we understand that construction can sometimes be inconvenient, and it is our goal to complete the project in a timely manner and to minimize disruptions by adhering to all construction, traffic and noise related by-laws.

Please note that all times/activities are subject to change.

All construction updates will be posted on the Event Centre website at Dalhousie Event Centre - Facilities Management - Dalhousie University.

projects@dal.ca